Tepato Systems, Inc.
Kiddie Care Management System
Child Care billing the quick and easy way
The billing aspect of running a Child Care center can consume a large amount of your
time. As a business owner, you have other things that require your attention. An
accurate, fast tool to create the bills for your clients would probably save you a large
amount of time each month – time that could be spent on a variety of other important
things.
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The Kiddie Care Management System (KCMS) can handle an unlimited number of
families with an unlimited number of children in each family. You simply provide your
data (names, days of attendance, rates, etc.) to Tepato Systems and we perform the
initial load into your database for you. This will minimize the amount of set up time
needed to get you running.
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Whether you bill your customers on a weekly, bi-weekly or monthly basis, KCMS can
handle it. KCMS can produce your bills for any time frame that you select. Simply enter
a date range and the software handles all of the calculations for you, based on rates
that you apply to each child. KCMS can produce your bills accurately in a matter of
minutes, including the time to print them. Once you have printed the detailed Tuition
report, use a paper cutter to split it up so that each family gets only their own
information (or we can force it to print one per page, if you don’t mind using that much
paper).

Once you’ve provided the bills to your customers, you begin to receive checks. If your
current process does not include some verification that the checks you receive are for
the correct amounts before you deposit them, KCMS can help.
KCMS can provide a summary version of the Tuition report which lists the total due per
family. This summary report can be used as a checklist. Simply compare the amounts
on each check to each family’s total amount due as you receive each check. You can
also note the date received next to the check on the list. This will help you to see at a
glance which families have paid and which are still outstanding. It will also serve as
proof of the timing of the receipt of the check, in case there are any questions later
regarding why a late fee was charged.
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The software can also provide a variety of reports with some minimal customization
effort. All customization work can be provided at an hourly rate of $60/hour. Tell us
what you need and we’ll give you an estimate of what it will take to produce.
KCMS was created in Microsoft Access, version 2000. If your current computer doesn’t
have a copy of Microsoft Office Professional or Microsoft Access, we can get you a
copy for an additional cost.
If you’re not sure what you have, we can come to your location and perform an
assessment of your current software and hardware. If you need a new computer, we
can recommend a company that can provide the equipment you need at a reasonable
price. They will set it up at your location, load all of the software you need, and provide
ongoing support (if needed).
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